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In Brief
Song et al. describe a neural circuit for the integration of cross-modal sensory conflicts. In head-fixed mice perceiving audiovisual conflicts, audition dominates vision via feedforward inhibition of visual inputs by auditory inputs as they converge in the posterior parietal cortex.
INTRODUCTION
Visual and auditory information is abundant in the environment. Different sensory channels detect auditory and visual stimuli, and distinct sensory areas of the brain process them. This modality-specific information must then be integrated in the brain for the animal to produce a coherent behavioral response (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006; Jones and Powell, 1970; Kayser and Logothetis, 2007) . When visual and auditory stimuli exhibit sufficient mismatch to generate cognitive conflicts, one sensory modality often dominates the other in the resolution of a conflict (Alais and Burr, 2004; McGurk and MacDonald, 1976; Pick et al., 1969; Shams et al., 2000) .
The McGurk effect from human speech perception is a famous example of perceptual resolution of audiovisual conflict. In it, a visual and auditory mismatch elicits the perception of an illusory phoneme (MacDonald and McGurk, 1978; McGurk and MacDonald, 1976) . Some individuals, however, show complete auditory or visual dominance without any McGurk illusion (Giard and Peronnet, 1999; Nath and Beauchamp, 2012) . This sort of simple dominance of one modality over another may be beneficial in certain circumstances. It can improve perceptual performance in response to sensory conflicts and help animals make quick decisions in a complex, ambiguous environment (Alais and Burr, 2004; Ernst and Banks, 2002; Ernst and B€ ulthoff, 2004; Knill and Pouget, 2004; Witten and Knudsen, 2005) . We do not yet fully understand the neural basis of the perceptual dominance that can occur during the integration of cross-modal sensory conflicts in behaving animals. The sensory integration may occur via neural modulation in the primary sensory cortices themselves (Bizley and King, 2009; Iurilli et al., 2012; Kayser et al., 2008; Lakatos et al., 2007; Molholm et al., 2002) or in higher-association areas (Avillac et al., 2007; Kolb and Walkey, 1987; Lim et al., 2012; Olcese et al., 2013; Raposo et al., 2014) .
The way multimodal stimuli are integrated to form a single coherent percept also depends on the salience of each individual sensory stimulus. Salience, in turn, depends both on stimulus intensity (Andersen et al., 2004; Meredith and Stein, 1983; Stein and Stanford, 2008; Takeshima and Gyoba, 2013) and topdown attention (Morís Ferná ndez et al., 2015; Wimmer et al., 2015) . According to the principle of inverse effectiveness, the strength of a multisensory interaction is inversely proportional to the effectiveness of each unimodal response (Stein and Stanford, 2008) . This means reducing the salience of each sensory stimulus can generate larger effects during integration. The difficulty of matching stimulus salience across sensory modalities, however, makes the perception of cross-modal competition difficult to measure. To study the multisensory integration of conflicts, we must be able to present multimodal stimuli of varying, yet known salience to generate a fine-tuned, reproducible cross-modal sensory conflict.
It has been well known that artificial activation of a particular primary sensory cortex can elicit an artificial perception in a behaving animal (Houweling and Brecht, 2008; Romo et al., 1998; Salzman et al., 1990) . Recently, it has even become possible to use a combination of behavioral experiments and optogenetic neuronal activation to ask trained animals about the salience of individual cortical activity (O'Connor et al., 2013; Sachidhanandam et al., 2013) . Thus, we can expect the artificial activation of distinct sensory cortices both individually and simultaneously will allow us to discover causal relationships between activities in different sensory cortices and multimodal sensory integration. It remains unclear, though, how the spatially distinct neuronal activation patterns elicited in distinct sensory cortices are transformed into a multimodal percept.
In this study, we trained head-fixed mice to discriminate visual and auditory stimuli under a go/no-go regime and examined their perceptual behavior in response to auditory-visual conflicts. We found auditory dominance over vision regardless of the valence of the sensory cues. Not only the actual but also the artificial optogenetic stimuli on primary visual (VC) and auditory (AC) cortices elicited auditory dominance. At the circuit level, we identified inputs from the VC and AC that converge on the PTLp and PV+ interneurons in the PTLp that mediate a feedforward inhibition of auditory-to-visual inputs. This circuit determines audition's dominance over vision during cross-modal integration of conflicts. Our findings provide critical insights into the circuit mechanism of cross-modal interaction in the mammalian cortex.
RESULTS

Auditory-Dominant Perception in Head-Fixed Mice
To begin to understand how the brain resolves conflicts between visual and auditory stimuli, we devised a sensory modality (E) Lick rate in response to VIS (red), AUD (blue), or VIS+AUD (green) stimuli at different intensities (subjective salience levels 1-4) (VIS go -AUD nogo , n = 10; AUD go -VIS nogo , n = 8; mean ± SEM; ***p < 0.001, n.s., not significant; paired t test). See also Figures S1 and S2 and Movies S1 and S2. discrimination task. In this task, mice learn to report their perception of visual and auditory stimuli via licking performance. We trained four groups of mice under simple go/no-go protocols with a flashing light and a sound (Figures 1A and 1B; see STAR Methods) . We trained two groups of mice to lick when they saw the flashing light and not to lick when they heard the sound (VIS go -AUD nogo ; Figures 1D and S2A, top; Movie S1, available online). We trained the other two groups to lick when they heard the sound and not to lick when they saw the flashing light (AUD go -VIS nogo ; Figures 1D and S2A, bottom; Movie S2). In each regime, we trained one group of mice with a pure tone (5 kHz) ( Figure 1D ) and the other group with white noise (1-20 kHz) ( Figure S2A ). All mice were clearly able to discriminate each sensory stimulus within 10-12 days of training. To match stimulus salience between sensory modalities, we trained mice to lick when they detected either a visual or auditory stimulus and measured detection rates while varying stimulus intensities across trials in the same mice ( Figure S1A ). As expected, we saw a systematic reduction in detection for both the flashing light and the tone as we reduced stimulus intensities ( Figure S1B ). We chose four levels of visual and auditory stimulus intensities that each elicited similar detection rates in the same population of mice, indicating equal salience across the modalities (Figures  1C and S1A, bottom table) .
We then designed a series of experiments to measure the perceptual integration of conflicts in audiovisual stimuli. Since each modality stimulus confers an opposing outcome of the licking behavior, their simultaneous presentation should generate conflict between the sensory modalities. We mixed these ''conflict'' trials randomly across a series of single-stimulus trials such that they accounted for less than 25% of the total trials. We gave neither a water reward nor an air puff punishment to the mice in the conflict trials regardless of their behavior. We applied stimuli of matching salience and measured lick rates in both single-stimulus discrimination trials and dual-stimulus conflict trials. In the single-stimulus trials, all mice demonstrated less discriminability for weaker stimuli ( Figures 1E and S2B , red versus blue). In the dual-stimulus conflict trials, however, all mice showed auditory dominance over vision at all stimulus levels (Figures 1E and S2B, green) . Both pure tone ( Figure 1E ) and white noise ( Figure S2B ) stimuli dominated flashing light stimuli in all groups of mice (VIS go -AUD nogo and AUD go -VIS nogo ). This indicates audition's dominance over vision is independent of any emotional valence each stimulus may have acquired during conditioning.
We next measured the extent of audition's dominance over vision by independently manipulating the salience of visual and auditory stimuli (Figures S1C and S1D). We found that for most levels of salience, audition remained dominant over vision. We were, however, able to observe visual dominance by reducing the auditory stimulus to a level that produced only chance detection (Figures S1E and S1F, V4 versus A1). By providing stronger visual stimuli (V3-V8 = 106-220 Lux) in conflict with a mild auditory stimulus (A2 = 55 dB), we observed a gradual switch from auditory to visual dominance ( Figures S1E and S1F) . In other words, we were able to balance the salience of visual and auditory stimuli such that neither achieved dominance. We also identified an auditory salience threshold (A3 = 62 dB, A4 = 76 dB) over which stronger visual inputs (V4-V9 = 120-245 Lux) were unable to dominate.
Virtual Perception Induced by the Optogenetic Activation of Sensory Cortices
Since primary sensory cortices receive and process sensory information from the environment before passing it on into higher cortical areas, we wondered whether artificial activation of the primary sensory cortices can be used to generate both modality-specific perception and auditory-visual conflicts. We, therefore, devised an artificial discrimination task similar to the one in Figure 1 except using direct cortical stimulation rather than actual auditory or visual stimuli. For this task, we trained mice expressing channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in Ca 2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II-positive excitatory neurons (CaMKIIa::ChR2 mice) to discriminate optogenetic stimuli given to the VC and AC on the right hemisphere (Figures 2A and 2B ). We observed similar levels of neuronal activation in each sensory cortex in response to mild blue-light stimulation (473 nm, 0.5 mW) ( Figure 2C ). We then trained two groups of these mice under VC go -AC nogo and AC go -VC nogo protocols. Both groups of mice learned to discriminate optogenetic stimulation of the VC and AC within 15 days ( Figure 2D ; Movie S3). Neither Vgat::ChR2 mice, which express ChR2 in GABAergic neurons, nor wild-type mice lacking ChR2 learned to discriminate optogenetic stimulation of the VC and AC ( Figure S2C ). Throughout the training, these mice showed high lick rates (>0.8) that were similar to the lick rates of normal wild-type mice being trained without any stimuli ( Figure S2C , top). Thus, mice require the specific activation of excitatory neurons in each primary sensory cortex to perceive the optogenetic stimuli and perform this artificial discrimination task. We next compared the lick rates of trained mice in test trials featuring a flashing light or a pure tone (actual stimulation) with trained trials using optogenetic stimulation (artificial stimulation) ( Figure 2E ). The test trials using actual stimuli were randomly interleaved among the trials using artificial stimuli such that the test trials amounted to less than 25% of the total trials. We gave neither reward nor punishments in the test trials to exclude any effects of learning the actual stimuli. Mice trained to discriminate optogenetic stimulation of their sensory cortices (VC go -AC nogo or AC go -VC nogo ) showed appropriate and equivalent discrimination of both artificial and actual stimulation despite having never experienced the actual stimuli before the tests ( Figure 2E ). Similarly, mice trained to discriminate actual sensory stimulation (VIS go -AUD nogo or AUD go -VIS nogo ) also showed appropriate and equivalent discrimination of both actual and artificial stimulation ( Figure 2F ). This was also true in the case of white noise and AC stimulation ( Figure S2D , red). We also found that the pure tone elicited equivalent perceptual behaviors in mice trained to perform the discrimination task with white noise ( Figure S2D , blue). These data suggest the mice were perceptually generalizing the modality information of the stimuli in this modality discrimination task and responding in a similar way to the stimulus that can represent the trained sensory modality. Together, these results demonstrate optogenetic activation of a given sensory cortex is sufficient to induce virtual perceptions within the corresponding sensory modality that can support behavioral conditioning and auditory-visual discrimination.
Auditory Dominance Depends on AC Activity
After training mice to discriminate optogenetic stimulations of their primary sensory cortices, we measured lick rates of the same mice in response to simultaneous activation of the VC and AC ( Figure 3A ). Both VC go -AC nogo and AC go -VC nogo trained mice showed AC dominance in resolving the resulting multisensory conflicts ( Figure 3B ). This indicates direct optogenetic activation of the sensory cortices can be used to reproduce auditory-dominant perception during multisensory integration. It also suggests the activity of the primary sensory cortices that leads to the perception of each sensory modality mediates audition's dominance over vision.
To confirm this, we performed two more experiments. First, we injected muscimol into the VC or the AC to inactivate each sensory cortex and measured the resulting discrimination and resolution of auditory-visual conflicts ( Figure 3C ). In both groups of trained mice (VIS go -AUD nogo or AUD go -VIS nogo ), inactivation of the VC selectively abolished visual perception, changing the lick rates similar to the spontaneous lick rates without sensory stimuli. This left auditory perception and dominance intact (Figures 3D and 3E, red) . In contrast, inactivation of the AC disrupted auditory perception completely and induced visual dominance in the conflict trials ( Figures 3D and 3E, blue) . Thus, mice require activity in the VC and AC for the perception of each corresponding modality during the modality discrimination task, and AC activation is required for audition's dominance over vision in the conflict trials. Next, we gave artificial AC activation, together with a visual stimulus, to the CaMKIIa::ChR2 mice trained to discriminate actual auditory and visual stimuli (VIS go -AUD nogo or AUD go -VIS nogo ) ( Figure 3F ). We found artificial activation of the AC is sufficient to induce auditory dominance over visual perception. We also found increasing levels of AC activation induce increasing auditory-dominant perception ( Figure 3G ).
Our data, thus, indicate AC activity is necessary for auditory dominance during perception of conflicts in mice.
The Posterior Parietal Cortex Mediates Auditory Dominance over Vision We next investigated the circuits responsible for auditory dominance over vision. We first examined the possibility of (A) Schematic of the artificial discrimination task (top) and actual discrimination task (bottom). Task structure was the same as that shown in Figure 1B. (B) Coronal view of a VC brain slice from a CaMKIIa::ChR2 mouse. Green, ChR2-eYFP. Scale bar, 1,000 mm.
(C) Changes in multi-unit firing activity in the VC and AC in response to optogenetic stimulation (n = 3 mice; n.s., not significant; **p = 0.0053; *p = 0. Figure S2 and Movie S3.
direct suppression of the VC by co-activation of the AC in CaMKIIa::ChR2 mice ( Figure 4A ). Although A1 activity has been suggested to suppress V1 activity (Iurilli et al., 2012) , we saw no suppression of the VC upon optogenetic stimulation of the AC ( Figure 4D ), nor did we see any suppression of the AC upon optogenetic stimulation of the VC ( Figure 4B ). We saw no significant difference in the firing rate of any cortical layer in either the VC or the AC when comparing single (VC or AC) or dual (VC and AC) stimulations (Figures 4C and 4E) . This remained true even when we increased the intensity of AC stimulation 8-fold over that used for VC stimulation (Figure 4F) . These data indicate the perceptual dominance of audition over vision cannot be attributed to a direct suppression of VC activity. Several studies have suggested the posterior parietal cortex (PTLp) as an area of sensory association cortex that may be involved in cross-modal integration (Avillac et al., 2007; Kolb and Walkey, 1987; Lim et al., 2012; Olcese et al., 2013; Raposo et al., 2014) . To investigate this possibility, we mapped visual and auditory inputs to the PTLp in the mouse brain using both retrograde and anterograde tracing. For the retrograde tracing, we injected red fluorescent retrobeads into the mouse PTLp and found many bead-labeled neurons in both the VC and AC ( Figure 5A ). The number of bead-labeled neurons showed no bias for either the VC or AC, suggesting the PTLp receives inputs from similar numbers of neurons in each primary sensory cortex. We also observed a similar fraction of neurons labeled with retrobeads in the primary somatosensory cortex (data not shown). We then performed anterograde tracing to confirm the existence of these direct projections from the VC and AC to the PTLp. We injected adeno-associated virus (AAV) expressing the red fluorescent protein tdTomato into the VC and AAV expressing the green fluorescent protein eGFP into the AC ( Figure 5B ). Consistent with our retrograde tracing experiment, we found axonal projections from the VC and AC converging in the PTLp (Figure 5B) . Thus, the PTLp in the mouse brain receives direct inputs (D) Lick rates of mice discriminating a flashing visual stimulus from a pure tone auditory stimulus after muscimol injection into the VC (red) or AC (blue). Top, VIS go -AUD nogo (n = 7). Bottom, AUD go -VIS nogo (n = 7) (***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant; paired t test). Black, no injection; red, muscimol injection into the VC; blue, muscimol injection into the AC; mean ± SEM. The three points on the right indicate the spontaneous lick rates of mice in catch trials (n = 4; mean ± SEM).
(E) Absolute changes in lick rates (jD Lick ratej) (left) or auditory dominance index in conflict trials (right) of the same mice in (D). Black, no injection; red, muscimol injection into VC (MUS VC ); blue, muscimol injection into AC (MUS AC ); dots, data from individual mice; lines, mean ± SEM (n.s., not significant, ***p < 0.001, paired t test).
(F) Schematic for testing conflict resolution between actual visual and optogenetic AC stimulation in mice discriminating actual stimuli.
(G) Lick rates in response to VIS, AUD, VIS+AUD, or VIS+AC stimulation. Gray lines indicate AC stimulation using varying blue light intensities (1, 1.5, and 2.3 mW). The black line indicates pure tone stimulation. VIS go -AUD nogo , n = 5; AUD go -VIS nogo , n = 8; mean ± SEM; ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant; paired t test.
from primary sensory cortices and may play a crucial role in processing multisensory information. To determine whether PTLp activity is required for the perception of auditory-visual conflicts, we injected muscimol into the PTLp of trained mice to inactivate it ( Figure 5C ). As we saw before, VIS go -AUD nogo and AUD go -VIS nogo trained mice discriminating a flashing light from the sound (either a pure tone or white noise) showed auditory dominance both prior to muscimol injection and with a PBS control injection (Figures 5D and 5E, black and blue lines and dots). When we inactivated the PTLp via muscimol injection, we observed a consistent switch from auditory to visual dominance across all groups of mice ( Figures 5D and 5E , red lines and dots). Importantly, neither visual-only nor auditoryonly perception was disrupted in the same muscimol-injected animals (Figures 5D and 5E; Movies S4 and S5) . Muscimol injection had no effect on either visual or auditory perception in singlestimulus detection tasks across multiple levels of intensity . In repeated sensory conflict trials over 6 days of testing, only muscimol injection into the PTLp induced this switch from auditory to visual dominance (Figures S3D and S3E) . This indicates audition's dominance over vision during the resolution of conflicting multisensory perceptions is mediated by projections from the VC and AC that converge on the PTLp. It also suggests the system defaults to visual dominance in the absence of any influence from the PTLp.
GABAergic Interneurons in the PTLp Mediate Feedforward Inhibition of Visual Inputs
We found that activation of PTLp neurons by simultaneous activation of visual and auditory inputs elicits auditory dominance. How does this auditory-to-visual suppression occur in the PTLp? We first wondered whether GABAergic neurons in the PTLp mediate this cross-modal suppression. To examine this, we used pseudotyped rabies virus (Callaway and Luo, 2015; Osakada and Callaway, 2013) Figure 6B ). Interestingly, we found GABAergic interneurons in the PTLp receive modality-biased synaptic innervation from either the AC or VC, whereas excitatory neurons show no such bias ( Figures 6C, 6D , and S4). Although both the SST+ and PV+ neurons in the PTLp received more inputs from the AC than the VC, the inputs to PV+ neuron showed a particularly strong AC bias ( Figures 6C and 6D ). In contrast, the VIP+ neurons received more VC inputs than AC inputs ( Figure 6D ).
We next silenced each type of GABAergic neurons in the PTLp and measured the animal's perception of auditory-visual conflicts (Figures 6E and S5) . We injected AAV vectors expressing Cre-dependent archaerhodopsin-T (ArchT) (Chow et al., 2012) into the PTLp of PV-Cre, SST-Cre, and VIP-Cre mice to selectively inactivate each class of GABAergic neuron via green-light stimulation (532 nm, 1.2 mW). We found that optogenetic inactivation of the PV+ neurons in the PTLp completely abolished auditory dominance in conflict trials without affecting visual-only or auditory-only perceptual behaviors ( Figures 6E-6G ). In contrast, optogenetic inactivation of the SST+ or VIP+ neurons showed no effect on the auditory dominance ( Figure S5 ). Collectively, these data indicate activation of the PV+ interneurons in the PTLp mediates auditory dominance over visual perception in audiovisual conflicts.
Neural Representation of Auditory Dominance in the PTLp by Selective Suppression of Visual Neurons
To better understand how the PTLp facilitates auditory dominance, we measured single-unit spiking activity in the PTLp during optogenetic activation of the VC and AC in CaMKIIa:: ChR2 mice ( Figure 7A ). We divided PTLp neurons into five (D) Lick rates of mice discriminating a flashing light from a sound (pure tone or white noise). (Top) VIS go -AUD nogo (n = 14; n = 10 for pure tone; n = 4 for white noise). (Bottom) AUD go -VIS nogo (n = 13; n = 9 for pure tone; n = 4 for white noise). Black, no injection; red, muscimol injection; blue, PBS injection; light lines, lick rates of individual mice; dark lines, average lick rates, mean ± SEM; ***p < 0.001, n.s., not significant, paired t test. (E) (Left) Changes in lick rates (D Lick rate) of the mice discriminating a flashing visual stimulus from a pure tone auditory stimulus after muscimol injection (red) or PBS injection (blue) into the PTLp. (Right) Auditory dominance index in conflict trials without injection (black, None), with muscimol injection (red, MUS), or with PBS injection (blue, PBS) into PTLp (dots, individual mice; lines, mean ± SEM; n.s., not significant, ***p < 0.001, paired t test with Bonferroni correction). See also Figure S3 and Movies S4 and S5. (legend continued on next page) groups: those responding to stimulation of both the VC and AC (Figures 7C and S6A ; VC&AC-responding); those responding to AC stimulation alone (Figures 7D and S6B ; AC-selective); those responding to VC stimulation alone (Figures 7E and S6C ; VC-selective); those that responded to dual stimulations, but not single stimulations ( Figures 7F and S6D , Dual-responding); and non-responding neurons ( Figure S6E ; Non-responding). We then divided each of the responding neuron groups into neurons whose activity increased (Inc) or decreased (Dec) upon stimulation of the primary sensory cortices ( Figures 7C-7F and S6A-S6D). When we simultaneously stimulated both the VC and AC (Dualstim), we only observed significant reductions in the firing rate changes of VC-selective PTLp neurons that were either activated or inhibited by stimulation of the VC ( Figure 7E ). By definition, the dual stimulations altered the activity of the Dual-responding PTLp neurons ( Figure 7F ). Thus, our data indicate that the simultaneous inputs from the VC and AC to the PTLp suppress the VC-selective neurons. We next plotted pairwise the firing rate changes for all PTLp neurons that responded to stimulation of the sensory cortices. When we did this, we found the strongest correlation in comparing the responses to AC stimulation and dual stimulation ( Figure 7B , center). These data demonstrate that the co-activation of both the VC and AC selectively suppresses VC responses in the PTLp, leaving only the AC-induced responses.
We next asked whether optogenetic inactivation of the PV+ interneurons in the PTLp relieves this suppression of the VC-selective neurons. We first measured visual and auditory responses of PTLp neurons in anesthetized mice by presenting actual visual and auditory stimuli ( Figure 7G ). Similar to our optogenetic stimulation condition, auditory-visual dual stimuli suppressed firing activity changes in neurons that respond selectively to the visual stimuli ( Figures 7H and S6F Activation of PV+ Neurons in the PTLp Is Necessary and Sufficient for Auditory Dominance Based on our model of auditory-to-visual feedforward inhibition ( Figure 7I ), we examined whether the activation of PV+ neurons in the PTLp is both necessary and sufficient for the auditory dominance. When we matched mild auditory stimuli with stronger visual stimuli, we found a gradual shift of auditory dominance to visual dominance ( Figure 8B , black lines; see also Figures S1E and S1F). Under these conditions, optogenetic activation of PV+ neurons in the PTLp enhanced auditory dominance in the conflict stimuli ( Figure 8B, blue lines) . Although a strong visual stimulus dominated a weak auditory stimulus ( Figure 8B , black lines; A2 versus V8), selective activation of the PV+ neurons overrode this effect and induced auditory dominance. Thus, activation of the PV+ neurons in the PTLp is sufficient to induce auditory dominance even in multisensory conflicts between weak auditory and strong visual stimuli.
For our final experiment, we devised a new task to examine auditory dominance during the integration of audiovisual conflicts in mice discriminating both visual and auditory stimuli under the equivalent go/no-go regime. We trained mice to discriminate four types of stimuli: VIS go (drifting gratings of vertical orientation), VIS nogo (drifting gratings of horizontal orientation), AUD go (a pure 5 kHz tone), and AUD nogo (a pure 10 kHz tone) ( Figure 8C , Trained). Once mice showed clear discrimination of both visual and auditory stimuli at matched levels, we tested discrimination of congruent (VIS go +AUD go or VIS nogo +AUD nogo ) or incongruent (VIS go +AUD nogo or VIS nogo +AUD go ) stimuli ( Figure 8C, Tested) . Interestingly, the mice discriminated the congruent multimodal stimuli significantly better than the single-modal stimuli (Figure 8E , open black bar). As with the simple auditory-visual discrimination task, however, all mice showed auditory-dominant integration of incongruent audiovisual stimuli ( Figure 8E , filled black bar). When we inactivated the PTLp neurons during random trials of discrimination and integration in these same mice, we found a significant weakening of the auditory dominance during the integration of conflicts ( Figure 8E , filled green bar). Optogenetic inactivation of the PV+ neurons reduced both the auditory-guided hit rate and the false alarm rate in incongruent trials by enhancing the visual-guided licking (C) Neurons labeled with the rabies virus (red) in the VC and AC. Scale bars, 500 mm. (D) Quantification of normalized AC (blue) and VC (red) inputs to PV+ (n = 6), SST+ (n = 4), and VIP+ (n = 4) interneurons, and CaMKIIa+ (n = 5) excitatory neurons in the PTLp. Bars, mean ± SEM; ***p < 0.001, *p = 0.026; n.s., not significant; paired and unpaired t test. (legend continued on next page) ( Figure S7A ). It did not affect the correct rate in congruent trials ( Figure 8E , open green bar), nor did it change unimodal discriminability ( Figure S7B ).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we discovered a neural circuit linking the VC, AC, and PTLp that mediates audition's dominance over vision during the integration of audiovisual conflicts. By developing novel auditory-visual discrimination paradigms in mice, we have produced the first definitive evidence for the existence of a brain circuit that integrates conflicts between sensory modalities via feedforward inhibition in the parietal cortex. These findings illustrate cortical circuit mechanisms that underlie audiovisual interaction in rodents. These mechanisms appear to underlie the animals' perception of multisensory conflict and may point to similar structure-function relationships in other animals, including humans.
Artificial Perception by Activation of Primary Sensory Cortices
We have shown that optogenetic activation of the principal excitatory neurons in each primary sensory cortex is sufficient to induce modality-selective perception in behaving mice. Using optogenetic stimuli instead of actual stimuli for modality competition has two advantages. Not only does it make it possible to match the strength and duration of activation in each primary sensory cortex, it also permits the targeting of specific cell types. Physical limitations in the sensory systems can lead to ambiguous perception in detecting modality-specific information in a complex environment. In this condition, activation of one sensory stream might be stronger or faster than the activation of another, and this may be enough to cause the perceptual dominance of one modality over the other. We tried to control for such factors by matching the salience of the competing visual and auditory stimuli. Using optogenetic stimuli that elicit virtual sensory perceptions, we were even able to match firing rates and spike times between the VC and AC. Our results clearly show that auditory perception mediated by AC activity dominates visual perception in mice in a way that cannot be attributed to either faster or stronger processing in the auditory stream. Instead, we have identified a novel circuit in the PTLp that mediates auditory dominance over vision through a selective suppression of visual inputs by auditory inputs.
While performing control experiments, we found optogenetic activation of GABAergic neurons in the primary sensory cortices does not induce perceptual learning in mice ( Figure S2 ). This was unexpected because mice reportedly can learn to detect the spikes of a single fast-spiking GABAergic cortical neuron (Houweling and Brecht, 2008) . Under the light-and soundproof conditions of our behavioral tasks, there is likely very little activity in the VC and AC, and further suppression of cortical activity by activation of GABAergic neurons may not induce a discrete or strong enough perception in mice to guide appropriate behavioral responses. Regardless, it will be interesting in future experiments to examine the feasibility of inducing artificial perception via selective activation of specific subtypes of GABAergic neurons in sensory cortices.
In our simple auditory-visual discrimination tasks, we also found a generalization of modality information. In these tasks, the stimulus modality rather than stimulus features within that modality conveyed sufficient information to make correct go or no-go choices. Trained mice showed the same behavioral choice despite probable differences in the number of activated cells in the same sensory cortex between artificial and actual sensory stimulation. We did find, however, that the level of activity must match between sensory cortices to elicit auditory dominance over vision. Consistent with this idea, we saw increasing auditory dominance with stronger optogenetic AC activation in the mice trained under the AUD go -VIS nogo regime. Although the range of light intensities that we used to activate AC did not fully dominate the actual visual perception in these mice, the same light stimuli induced complete auditory dominance in the VIS go -AUD nogo regime. Weaker effect of AC stimulation on auditory dominance in the AUD go regime compared to the AUD nogo regime might be a result of differences in the salience between actual and artificial stimuli recruiting distinct subcortical circuits to generate different behavioral decisions Xiong et al., 2015) .
Overall, our results indicate that AC activation mediates auditory dominance over vision and that the salience of each sensory stimulus is a critical variable in determining the degree of dominance. Our successful application of optogenetic stimulation to mouse perceptual behavior allowed us to dissect higher cortical areas receiving converging inputs from the primary sensory cortices. In the future, it will be interesting to use this technique to localize the cross-modal integration of other sensory modalities like somatosensation and olfaction, which may be more prominent in rodents.
(C-F) Number (top) and mean firing rate changes (middle and bottom; mean ± SEM) of PTLp neurons classified according to their responses to optogenetic stimulation of the AC (ACstim), the VC (VCstim), or both (Dualstim). Inc (middle), neurons with increased firing rate changes; Dec (bottom), neurons with decreased firing rate changes. Each column indicates neurons that respond to both VCstim and ACstim (C; VC&AC-responding; Inc, n = 82; Dec, n = 10; **p = 0.0021), only ACstim (D; AC-selective; Inc, n = 48; Dec, n = 11; *p = 0.048, **p = 0.0012), only VCstim (E; VC-selective; Inc, n = 34; Dec, n = 8; **p = 0.0052, *p = 0.017, 0.013), and only Dualstim (F; Dual-responding; Inc, n = 8; Dec, n = 7; *p = 0.013, 0.021, **p = 0.0075). Bars, mean ± SEM; ***p < 0.001; n.s., not significant; paired t test with Bonferroni correction. 
Principles of Multisensory Integration: Temporal Mismatch and Inverse Effectiveness
Multisensory integration generally follows three principles: spatial coincidence, temporal coincidence, and inverse effectiveness (Meredith and Stein, 1983) . The principles of spatial and temporal coincidence indicate the effect of multisensory integration is stronger when cross-modal stimuli are present at the same time and in the same place. Since we kept the speaker producing the auditory stimuli and the screen producing the visual stimuli in a constant position relative to the mouse subject, our discrimination tasks for measuring the integration of audiovisual conflicts focused on the temporal dimension of each sensory stimulus rather than the spatial dimension. The mice were trained to lick within a specific time window after stimulus perception to receive a reward. According to the principle of temporal coincidence, we examined whether a temporal mismatch between conflicting stimuli weakens audition's dominance over vision during conflict resolution. We found a significant reduction in auditory dominance when presenting temporally mismatched sound and flash stimuli ( Figures S8A and  S8B) . Thus, temporal coincidence of the visual and auditory stimuli in our task is important for auditory dominance in the integration of cross-modal conflicts.
According to the principle of inverse effectiveness, the strength of a multisensory interaction is inversely proportional to the effectiveness of the unimodal response (Meredith and Stein, 1983) . Interestingly, we found inverse effectiveness at work in the integration of congruent stimuli, but not conflicting stimuli ( Figures S8C and S8D ). For lower levels of contrast in visual and auditory stimuli, we observed significantly more perceptual enhancement with ''congruent'' stimuli ( Figure S8D ). In contrast, the auditory-dominant response with ''incongruent'' stimuli neither exceeds the level of auditory-only perception nor becomes weaker at lower levels of contrast. These data are further evidence that, after matching the stimulus salience between modalities, audition shows complete dominance over vision in mice.
Feedforward Inhibition in the PTLp Mediates Auditory Dominance
In this study, we identified VC and AC inputs that converge on the PTLp and found that these inputs are critical for the dominance of audition over vision in mice. We further found the existence of feedforward inhibitory connections linking the VC and AC inputs that determine sensory dominance. Our tracing data showed that PV+ interneurons in the PTLp receive stronger inputs from the AC than the VC. Optogenetic inhibition or activation of these PV+ neurons abolishes or enhances auditory dominance, meaning that the PV+ interneurons in the PTLp mediate the auditory-to-visual feedforward inhibition to induce auditory dominance. Biases in the strength and direction of these inhibitory connections elicited auditory dominance during the integration of cross-modal sensory conflict. Since we found this inhibitory circuit already present in the PTLp of naive animals, this kind of circuit may represent a general mechanism by which sensory association areas can resolve conflicts while still permitting animals to learn from multisensory stimuli. It is possible that these circuits normalize sensory inputs via a consistent suppression mechanism (Dehner et al., 2004; Ohshiro et al., 2011; van Atteveldt et al., 2014 ), but we cannot rule out the possibility that these inhibitory circuits grow stronger as an animal learns to associate different meanings to various sensory stimuli (Chen et al., 2015) . In other words, it is possible mice exposed to particularly rich auditory environments will show stronger auditory-to-visual inhibition in their PTLp circuits. In the future, we hope to establish whether there is significant neuronal plasticity in the PTLp GABAergic circuits of animals learning to integrate congruent and incongruent cross-modal sensory stimuli.
We found that activity in the PTLp is required for multimodal, but not unimodal, perceptual behavior in mice. In our condition, co-activation of AC with VC did not suppress VC activity. This was inconsistent with previous results (Ibrahim et al., 2016; Iurilli et al., 2012) . In our experiments, direct activation of VC and AC by optogenetic stimuli might bypass the mild inhibitory effect of AC on VC. Rather, we found that the feedforward inhibition of VC inputs by AC inputs in the PTLp plays a major role in mediating auditory dominance. Future studies are required to understand the synergistic effect of these two circuits in processing audiovisual information. We further found that complete PTLp inactivation switches auditory dominance to the apparently default mode of visual dominance. Cross-modal integration is known to occur in the orbitofrontal, cingulate, and perirhinal cortices (Holdstock et al., 2009; Laurienti et al., 2003; Rolls and Baylis, 1994) as well as in non-cortical areas such as the superior colliculus and cerebellum (Ghose et al., 2014; Ishikawa et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2001; Meredith and Stein, 1983) . It has even been suggested that all cortical areas participate to varying degrees in multisensory perception (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006) . Thus, the visual dominance we observed in the absence of PTLp activity may be accomplished by other unknown association areas. There may even be an association cortical hierarchy that permits dominance switching when the first-order association is disrupted. Further experiments will be necessary to identify any other association cortices and circuits required for visual dominance or for the dominance of other sensory modalities.
Perhaps rodents have evolved stronger auditory-to-visual inhibitory circuits in the PTLp because they are nocturnal animals and auditory stimuli are more relevant than visual stimuli in the dark. The ''value'' of each sensory modality almost certainly varies between species that occupy different sensory environments. Thus, different species may show distinct organizations of these inhibitory circuits in their association cortices that adapt their resolution of cross-modal sensory conflicts to their particular ecological niche. We believe it is reasonable to assume that the dominance of one sensory modality over another will have a strong ecological impact on animal survival and fitness. Although our study has identified a novel circuit in mice mediating auditory dominance over vision, this circuit mechanism may be generalized to other examples, including humans (Sloutsky and Napolitano, 2003) . In fact, human children are already known to show more of a tendency to auditory dominance than adults in response to the McGurk stimuli (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976; Robinson and Sloutsky, 2004) . Thus, rules of sensory dominance in cross-modal conflicts can even differ depending on context or learning within a single species. We expect a more in-depth comparison of similar cortical circuits across species will help clarify the rules that govern these sorts of circuits and the ways each species benefits from them. We believe the greatest novelty and importance of our study lie in the feedforward inhibitory circuit in the PTLp that mediates auditory dominance during the integration of audiovisual conflicts. In the future, it will be interesting to determine whether there is any context-dependent modulation of this circuit that adapts sensory dominance to specific situations.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
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Further information and requests for reagents may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the corresponding author, Dr. Seung-Hee Lee (shlee1@kaist.ac.kr).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
All experimental procedures were approved by the KAIST Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC-14-145). Both male and female mice (P35-P120) were used in this study. Animals were maintained ad libitum under light (8 am-8 pm) and dark cycle (8 pm-8 am) conditions, and housed under single animal per cage conditions from the start until the last day of experiment. Experiments were performed from 10 am -8 pm. Weight of mice under the water restriction was monitored throughout the experiments and maintained at more than 90% of the initial weight.
We performed behavior experiments on WT (C57BL/6J or B6129/J, n = 56), PV-Cre (Jackson, #008069, n = 31), SST-Cre (Jackson, #013044, n = 6), VIP-Cre mice (Jackson, #010908, n = 6), CaMKIIa-ChR2-eYFP (CaMKIIa-Cre (Jackson, #005359) mice crossed with loxP-flanked-ChR2-eYFP mice (Ai32, Jackson, #012569), n = 38), or Vgat-ChR2-eYFP mice (Vgat-Cre (Jackson, #016962) mice crossed with Ai32 mice, n = 6). In vivo recording experiments were carried out on WT (n = 5), PV-Cre (n = 8), or CaMKIIa::ChR2 (n = 11). Antero-and retrograde tracing experiments were performed on WT (n = 8), CaMKIIa-Cre (n = 13), PV-Cre (n = 6), SSTCre (n = 4) or VIP-Cre mice (n = 4). Cre or ChR2 transgene expression in each mouse was genotyped by PCR using Cre and Ai32 primers. We noted all the numbers of mice used in each experimental condition including the drug treatment in the figure legends. Procedural treatment in each condition was described in the METHOD DETAILS section.
METHOD DETAILS Surgery
We anesthetized adult mice (P35-P40) with isoflurane (1.5% induction and 1.0% maintenance) (Terrel) and fixed them to a stereotaxic frame. Throughout the surgery, we maintained body temperature at 37 C and kept the eyes moist with Vaseline. We attached custom-designed head plates to the skull with small screws (Small Parts) and dental cement (Lang Dental). For optogenetic stimulation, we inserted 200 mm optic fibers (Thorlabs) through ferrules into the VC (bregma À3.50 mm, lateral À1.80 mm, depth 0.50 mm), AC (bregma À2.40 mm, lateral À4.20 mm, depth 0.50 mm), and PTLp (bregma À1.94 mm, lateral À1.60 mm, depth 0.40 mm) of the right hemisphere.
Behaviors
Measuring stimulus salience
In this task, we trained mice to discriminate a visual stimulus from an auditory stimulus. For the visual stimulus, we presented a fullfield flashing light 5 times (10 Hz for 500 ms, five pulses of 50 ms duration) through a gamma-corrected LCD monitor placed 10 cm away from the left eye. For the auditory stimulus, we presented a 5 kHz pure tone 5 times (10 Hz for 500 ms, five pulses of 50 ms duration) from a speaker (7 3 18 cm; CAMAC CMK 858) placed 10 cm away from the left ear. We measured and calibrated the sound pressure level (SPL) using a pressure-field microphone and a sound level calibrator (Behringer U-Phoria, UMC204 and CEM SC-05) at a distance equivalent to the distance of each animal's head during the training sessions. During daily training sessions, each headfixed mouse sat in an insulated tube within a soundproof training box. We ensured the head-plate-implanted mice (P40-P60) were water-deprived for 1 day before beginning the training protocol. Initially, we trained the mice to lick when they detected a visual (120 Lux) or auditory stimulus (76 SPL). We detected each lick through a custom-made lickport (4.0 mm ID) using a transistor-based lickometer system. We delivered water reward by gravity into the lickport under the control of a solenoid valve. Each stimulus trial began with either a visual or an auditory stimulus (500 ms in duration) and ended with a 2.5 s inter-trial period. Non-stimulus trials were randomly interleaved with stimulus trials using custom code (Presentation). Licks detected during the final 2 s of a stimulus trial (i.e., the response window) were rewarded with 4 ml of water for 2 s (hit). Licks detected during the response window of a non-stimulus trial were punished with a mild air puff (300-550 ms) and a longer inter-trial interval (8 s, timeout). We delivered compressed air puff punishments (10 psi) through a plastic tip (1.0 mm ID) located 2 cm from the face and controlled by a solenoid valve. Mice whose spontaneous lick rate during non-stimulus trials fell below 0.3 were advanced to the next phase. All trained mice reached the threshold performance within 2 weeks of training. In the next phase, which was designed to measure stimulus salience, we measured lick rates in response to 9 different intensities of visual and auditory stimuli presented randomly with equal probability. The stimulus intensities were as follows: visual intensity (Lux), 9, 22, 36, 50, 65, 79, 93, 106, 120; auditory intensity (SPL), 48, 51.5, 55, 58.5, 62, 66, 69, 72.5, 76 .
Modality discrimination and conflict tasks
In these tasks, we trained mice to discriminate a flashing light from a pure tone under a simple go/no-go protocol (Lee et al., 2012b) . We trained four separate groups of mice under one of the following tasks: VIS go -AUD(pure tone) nogo , AUD(pure tone) go -VIS nogo , VIS go -AUD(white noise) nogo , AUD(white noise) go -VIS nogo . We presented go and no-go stimuli randomly and detected tongue licks using a lickometer system. Training proceeded in three steps: habituation, conditioning, and discrimination. For habituation (2-3 days), there was no stimulus and the mouse was given free 4 ml water reward for each lick. Mice licking in more than 300 trials within 0.5 hr were advanced to the conditioning phase. For conditioning (5-7 days), we trained each mouse to lick in response to the go stimulus. Each trial began with a go stimulus (500 ms in duration, either visual or auditory) and ended with an inter-trial period of 2.5 s. Licks detected in the final 2 s of the trial (i.e., the response window) were rewarded with 10 ml of water for 2 s (hit). During the conditioning phase, water reward were still given after the go stimulus even if the animal failed to lick during the response window (miss). Mice exceeding 500 hits within 1.5 hr were advanced to the discrimination phase. For discrimination ($2 weeks), we trained mice to discriminate go and no-go stimuli. Each trial had the same temporal structure, but we used visual or auditory stimuli as either go or no-go signals and presented them in randomly interleaved trials. To avoid a licking bias from consecutive presentation of a specific stimulus, we never presented the same type of stimulus more than three consecutive times. Licks within the response window of a go trial (hit) were rewarded with water (4 ml) for 2-4 s, and licks in the response window of a no-go trial (false alarm, FA) were punished with a mild air puff (300 ms) and a longer inter-trial interval (8 s, timeout). Mice were neither rewarded nor punished for misses (no lick in a go trial) or correct rejections (CR, no lick in a no-go trial). Training ended when the mouse stopped licking for 10 consecutive go trials. We quantified hit and FA rates as follows:
Hit rate = ðnumber of hitsÞ=ðnumber of go trials ðhits and missesÞÞ FA rate = ðnumber of FAsÞ=ðnumber of nogo trials ðFAs and CRsÞÞ:
On the basis of these hit and FA rates, we quantified discriminability (d') and correct rates as follows:
d' = norminv ðHit rateÞ À norminv ðFA rateÞ Correct rate = number of hits and CRs=total number of trials:
Here, norminv is the inverse of the cumulative normal function (Andermann et al., 2010; Green and Swets, 1966) . Higher d' and correct rates indicate better discrimination performance.
All mice reached the threshold performance (FA rate < 0.3) within 2 weeks. Then, these mice were presented with simultaneous visual and auditory stimuli (conflict trials) in 25% of their total trials. Neither reward nor punishment was given to the mice for licking in the conflict trials. Go, no-go, and conflict stimuli were presented randomly at different probabilities (0.375, 0.375, and 0.25, respectively) . Different intensities of visual (levels 1-9) and auditory stimuli (levels 1-4) were presented in conflict trials. The lick rates for each mouse were quantified from the collective behavioral data of three consecutive days. We used the following visual and auditory stimulus intensities: visual intensity (Lux), 22 (level 1), 79 (level 2), 106 (level 3), 120 (level 4), 145 (level 5), 170 (level 6), 195 (level 7), 220 (level 8), 245 (level 9); auditory intensity (SPL), 48 (level 1), 55 (level 2), 62 (level 3), 76 (level 4).
Muscimol inactivation of VC, AC, and PTLp
To determine the effects of reduced activity in the VC, AC, and PTLp, we injected muscimol (1 mg/ml, 123 nl, Sigma Aldrich) into each area and monitored lick performance during the modality discrimination and conflict tasks. Muscimol was injected into awake, headrestrained mice on alternating days over the course of 4-6 consecutive test days. Only trials within 15 min of muscimol injection were analyzed (120 trials). On the last day, we injected fluorophore-conjugated muscimol (FCM, Thermo Fisher Scientific) to confirm proper targeting.
To quantify the effect of reduced activity in the VC, AC and PTLp on performance in the modality discrimination and conflict trials, we compared lick rates under the intact and muscimol-injected conditions and calculated the difference in lick rate and the auditory dominance index. During each task, we interleaved blank trials (up to 12.5% of the total trials) for measuring spontaneous lick rates. An index of 0 indicates no difference between conditions. The auditory dominance index was calculated as follows:
Auditory dominance index = ðD performance ðVIS; VIS + AUDÞ D performance ðAUD; VIS + AUDÞÞ =ðD performance ðVIS; VIS + AUDÞ + D performance ðAUD; VIS + AUDÞÞ:
An auditory dominance index of 1 indicates total auditory dominance in the conflict trials. Whereas an auditory dominance index below 0 indicates visual dominance in the conflict trials.
Optogenetic inactivation and activation of various PTLp interneurons
To optogenetically inactivate different types of GABAergic interneurons in the PTLp, we produced AAV particles (serotype 2; $10 12 viral particles/ml) containing ArchT-eGFP in an antisense direction and flanked by a pair of canonical loxP sites and a pair of mutated lox2272 sites (AAV2-FLEX-ArchT-eGFP) in the HEK293T cells. We injected the purified AAV particles containing ArchT into the right PTLp (bregma À1.94 mm, lateral À1.60 mm, depth 0.40 mm) of PV-Cre, SST-Cre and VIP-Cre mice. To optogenetically activate the PV+ interneurons in the PTLp, we injected AAVs containing Channelrhodopsin2(H134R) (AAV2-FLEX-ChR2-mCherry) into the PTLp of PV-Cre mice. All injections were performed one week before starting the modality discrimination task. After mice learned to perform the modality discrimination task, we inactivated each type of PTLp interneurons by delivering green light (532 nm, 1.2 mW) through an optic fiber using a laser (Shanghai Laser & Optics Century Co., Ltd., GL532T3-100FC) and activated PV+ neurons by delivering blue light (473 nm, 2.3 mW) using a laser (Shanghai Laser & Optics Century Co., Ltd., BL473T3-050FC). We began optical stimulation at the onset of the visual or auditory stimuli and continued for 550 ms to fully cover the sensory stimulus duration. We did this in 50% of the total modality discrimination and conflict trials randomly interleaved with trials lacking light stimulation. To quantify the effect of optogenetic inhibition in the conflict trials, we compared the lick rates in laser-on and laser-off conditions and calculated the D Lick rate and auditory dominance index. We measured the effect of PV+ activation by presenting mild auditory stimuli with strong visual stimuli in conflict trials and compared the lick rates in laser-on and laser-off conditions. After finishing the optogenetic manipulation experiments, we collected the brain samples and verified the expression of the viral vectors in the targeted cell types by post hoc immunohistochemistry.
Temporal mismatch test
To compare the effect of temporal coincidence on audiovisual conflicts, we trained mice to lick 1 s after stimulus onset (0.5 s of stimulus + 0.5 s of delay after stimulus offset). When mice reached the threshold performance (FA rate < 0.3), we presented three types of conflicting audiovisual stimuli in % 25% of the total trials including two temporally mismatched trials.
CO VIS-AUD (simultaneous flash-sound stimuli (SOA = 0 s)), VIS first -AUD second (SOA = 0.5 s), AUD first -VIS second (SOA = À0.5 s). SOA denotes following:
SOA ðstimulus onset asynchroniesÞ = D Time ðonset of visual stimulus À onset of auditory stimulusÞ:
Artificial discrimination and conflict tasks For these tasks, we trained mice to discriminate optogenetic stimulation of the VC or AC under a go/no-go paradigm. We trained two groups of mice under either a VC go -AC nogo or AC go -VC nogo paradigm. Each trial had the same temporal structure as the actual modality discrimination tasks (10 Hz blue-light pulses for 500 ms). Blue light (473 nm) was delivered through optic fibers (Thorlabs, diameter of 200 mm) to the surface of the cortex (VC or AC) using an LED (Doric, LEDRVP_2CH_1000) or a laser (Shanghai Laser & Optics Century Co., Ltd., BL473T3-50FC). We used CaMKIIa::ChR2, Vgat::ChR2, or WT mice to test the activation of excitatory, inhibitory, or no neurons. To prevent light leakage from the optic fibers during training, we fully insulated the optic-fiber-connected area on top of the head of each mouse with black tape. We also measured the final light output before surgery so all discrimination training was performed with a power of 0.5 mW at the tip of the optic fiber. As a control experiment, we conditioned and trained wildtype mice with water reward or air puff punishments in 50% of their blank trials to establish a baseline lick rate in the absence of perceptual discrimination.
We then tested CaMKIIa::ChR2 mice that reached threshold performance (correct rates > 0.7) for the perceptual transformation between optogenetic cortical stimuli and actual sensory stimuli. With mice trained to discriminate optogenetic stimuli, we randomly presented a flashing light or a sound and measured lick rates in test trials that amounted to 25% of the total trials. With mice trained to discriminate actual sensory stimuli, we optogenetically stimulated either the VC or AC and measured lick rates in test trials that amounted to 25% of the total trials. The temporal structure of the actual sensory stimuli was identical to the artificial optogenetic stimulations. Neither water reward nor air puff punishments were given during these test trials. All mouse groups that were trained with either actual stimuli or artificial stimuli showed no differences in their discrimination of modalities after learning.
For the conflict task, we trained CaMKIIa::ChR2 mice to discriminate either optogenetic stimuli or actual sensory stimuli. With mice trained to discriminate optogenetic stimuli, we measured lick rates in conflict trials with simultaneous VC and AC stimulation that amounted to 25% of the total trials. With mice trained to discriminate actual sensory stimuli, we presented a flashing light together with either optogenetic AC stimulation (12.5%) or an actual auditory stimulus (12.5%) in conflict trials that together amounted to 25% of the total trials. We varied blue laser intensity from 1.0 to 1.5 to 2.3 mW as measured at the tip of optic fiber. In all cases, the conflict trials were randomly interleaved with discrimination trials and never exceeded 25% of the total trials. Data were collected over three days per laser intensity. We gave neither reward nor punishments during the conflict trials. Multisensory integration in the auditory-visual dual discrimination task We first trained mice to discriminate four types of stimuli: VIS go , VIS nogo , AUD go , AUD nogo . For visual stimuli, we presented vertical or horizontal drifting gratings (spatial frequency = 0.03 cycle/degree) of 1 s duration. For auditory stimuli, we presented 1 s bursts of continuous 5 kHz or 10 kHz pure tones. Training proceeded in three steps: habituation, conditioning, and discrimination. The methods we followed for each step were similar to those used in the modality discrimination tasks, except for the random presentation of four types of stimuli (i.e., VIS go , VIS nogo , AUD go , AUD nogo ). To avoid developing a licking bias to a specific stimulus, we never presented the same type of stimulus more than three consecutive times. When mice reached the threshold performance (FA rate < 0.3) in discriminating visual and auditory stimuli, we interleaved test trials of non-matching (incongruent) or matching (congruent) bimodal stimuli with discrimination trials of visual or auditory stimuli at equal probabilities (0.25). Mice were neither rewarded nor punished for licking in these test trials. For the optogenetic inactivation of PV+ interneurons, we randomly delivered laser stimuli in 50% of the total trials.
To the principle of inverse effectiveness in the integration of congruent and incongruent audiovisual stimuli, we used following three different levels of each stimulus to match cross-modal discriminability: visual intensity (Lux), 22 (level 1), 79 (level 2), 120 (level 3); auditory intensity (SPL), 48 (level 1), 55 (level 2), 76 (level 3).
We then compared the resulting modulation of stimulus salience during the perception of the congruent and incongruent audiovisual stimuli. We quantified the percentage of modulation by calculating the ratio of performance changes in the VIS+AUD condition with the AUD trials:
% modulation = fðCorrect rate in VIS + AUD Correct rate in AUDÞ=ðCorrect rate in AUDÞg 3 100:
Retrograde and anterograde tracing For the tracing experiments, we anaesthetized mice (P50-90) with 1.5% isoflurane in oxygen and restrained them in a stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments). After ensuring body temperature maintenance with a heating pad and achieving full anesthesia, we cut the skin on the head and separated the skull from the surrounding connective tissue above the location for each craniotomy. For retrograde tracing, we used two tracers: red fluorescent retrobeads (Lumaflour Inc.) and pseudotyped rabies virus. We microinjected these tracers using a Nanoliter 2010 injector (WPI) attached to the stereotaxic arm into the right PTLp (bregma À1.94 mm, lateral À1.60 mm, depth 0.40 mm). For tracing with retrobeads, each wild-type mouse (P50-90) received the retrobeads in 13.8 nL pulses at intervals of 30 s to a final injected volume of 250-300 nL. After the injection, we re-sealed the skin with Vetbond (3M) to prevent inflammation. Three to five days after the injection, we sacrificed the mice and collected brain samples for histology.
For anterograde tracing, we produced AAV particles (serotype 2) containing either a red fluorescent protein (tdTomato) or a green fluorescent protein (eGFP) flanked by loxP/lox2272 sites. We made a craniotomy (0.5 mm diameter) above the right VC (bregma À3.50 mm, lateral À1.80 mm, depth 0.50 mm) and the right AC (bregma À2.40 mm, lateral À4.20 mm, depth 0.50 mm) of CaMKIIa-Cre mice. We injected 1 mL of AAV particles containing tdTomato into the VC and particles containing eGFP into the AC. Two weeks after the injections, we sacrificed the mice and collected brain samples for histology.
For trans-synaptic retrograde tracing with pseudotyped rabies virus, we produced helper AAV particles (serotype 2), one containing eGFP and myc-tagged EnvA-receptor (TVA) connected by the 2A self-cleaving peptide (eGFP-2A-TVA), and the other containing rabies G protein (RG), flanked by loxP/lox2272 sites. We also produced a rabies virus lacking the G protein and containing tdTomato (RV-DG-tdTomato) in B7GG cells. Then, we pseudotyped the RV with envelope glycoprotein for avian sarcoma leucosis virus subgroup A (EnvA) using BHK-EnvA cells (pRV). EnvA pseudotyped rabies virus was titered (1.5 3 10 9 IU/ml) by infecting the 293T-TVA8000 cell line (Narayan et al., 2003) with serial dilutions of the stock virus. We first injected 700-800 nL of helper AAVs into the PTLp of PV-Cre, SST-Cre, VIP-Cre, and CaMKIIa-Cre mice (P50-90). 14-20 days after AAV injection, we injected the pRVs into the same location. Five days after the pRV injection, we sacrificed the mice and collected brain samples for histology. To quantify the visual or auditory inputs projecting to the interneurons (PV+, SST+, or VIP+) and excitatory neurons (CaMKIIa+) of the PTLp, we counted the number of starter cells in the PTLp and tdTomato-labeled cells in the AC or VC. Starter cells were yellow because of their co-expression of the helper AAV expressing eGFP and the pRV expressing tdTomato. We normalized the inputs to each cell type by dividing the number of tdTomato-labeled cells in each sensory cortex by the total number of starter cells in the PTLp.
Histology
We sacrificed mice injected with retrobeads, AAVs or pRVs using deep anesthesia with isoflurane. Then, we perfused them with 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, wt/vol) in 0.1 M PBS. We removed the brains and postfixed them with PFA for 4 hr at 4 C. After fixation, we placed the brains in 30% sucrose solution (wt/vol) for 2-3 days at 4 C. Then, we dehydrated and embedded them in optimal cutting temperature (OCT) medium (Tissue-Tek #4583) and froze them at À80 C. We used a cryostat (Leica) to section the frozen brains. For the retrograde and anterograde tracing, we collected one 30 mm coronal section every 60 mm throughout the brain. We washed these sections 3 times for 10 min each with phosphate buffer
